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Introduction
• How Do We Grow And Secure The Gains That Are Made?

– First Condition:
• These Qualities Must First And Foremost Be Yours
• 2 Peter 1:8  For if these qualities are yours…

–Means most of all, being a Christian
»Recognize your need, Recognize Christ

–Belonging to Jesus Christ of necessity includes a change in the quality of life
» The kind of person and kinds of things you care about

Introduction
• How Do We Grow And Secure The Gains That Are Made?

– First Condition:
• These Qualities Must First And Foremost Be Yours
• 2 Peter 1:8  For if these qualities are yours…

–Belonging to Jesus Christ of necessity includes a change in ethic
» Embracing a biblical world view

Introduction
• How Do We Grow And Secure The Gains That Are Made?

– First Condition:
• These Qualities Must First And Foremost Be Yours
• 2 Peter 1:8  For if these qualities are yours…

– These qualities must be given room in your life
»Be intentional

Introduction
• How Do We Grow And Secure The Gains That Are Made?

– First Condition:
• These Qualities Must First And Foremost Be Yours
• 2 Peter 1:8  For if these qualities are yours…

– These qualities must be developed in your life
»Mindset and spiritual exercise

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?

– Second condition:
• These qualities, that are yours, need to be increasing

– The Christian life is not about “arriving” 
» such that one has reached the perfections of God in this (mortal) life

– The Christian life is not about reaching a point of no longer concerning oneself with 
growth or development
» Think about marriage

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?
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– Second condition:
• These qualities, that are yours, need to be increasing

–By making sure your heart is cultivated properly
» 1 Peter 2:1-2

–By making sure that the ‘weeds’ that would choke out these qualities are pulled
»Mark 4:18-19

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?

– Second condition:
• These qualities, that are yours, need to be increasing

–What does it mean, then, to be increasing?
–Underlying word: 

» to super-abound 
» to become more and more so as to be in abundance

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?

– Second condition:
• These qualities, that are yours, need to be increasing

–What does an over-abundance mean for us in the pursuit of being a well-rounded 
Christian?

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?

– Second condition:
• These qualities, that are yours, need to be increasing

–Never be satisfied with the gains you have made
» Think: always room for improvement
»Not in the pursuit of “humanistic perfectionism” but in the pursuit of “excellence”

Secure Your Gains
• How do we grow and secure the gains that are made?

– Third condition:
• Remember: the development of these qualities are profitable to you
• Negatively stated: “they render you neither useless nor unfruitful”

– You will represent Christ more fully in whom you are as an image bearer and in your 
actions

Secure Your Gains
• What is the point of securing your gains?

– Simply put, it is Jesus Christ
–More pointedly…

• It is to develop these qualities in such a way that you will develop in a true knowledge of our 
Lord Jesus Christ (8)

• Why? 
–Because they are rooted in him
– To grow in these qualities is to gain an ongoing accurate knowledge of Christ
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How Does “Securing Your Gains” Promote Growth?
• It helps you to track your progress

–Are you making incremental progress?
• It helps you to live intentionally

–Are you purposely cultivating these ‘qualities’ or ‘attributes’ in your life? How? In what way?

How Does “Securing Your Gains” Promote Growth?
• It helps you to live self-consciously before the Lord of Glory

–Are you ‘persevering’ in your relationship? In what way(s) are you accomplishing this?
• It helps you to continue the practice of applying to yourself those qualities or attributes that will 

promote growth
– In what ways is our God calling attention to the various qualities and needs for growth in your 

life? How are you doing in that regard? 

Final Thoughts
• To secure your gains…

–We need to be intentional in our desire and application to grow
–We need to guard against becoming complacent
–We need to think in terms of the long haul, over time
–We need to guard against thinking we may ‘coast’
–We need to give ourselves to allow the Word and Spirit to do their work
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